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1: Hot Sake: Everything You Need to Know
Here's what you need to know The Intel Core iK processor was the star of the show for consumers, but a powerful core
Xeon processor also led announcements. Here's everything you need to.

Share via Email South Korean soldiers standing guard outside a meeting hut in the truce village of
Panmunjom within the Demilitarized Zone. The two nations technically remain in a state of war, since a peace
treaty was never signed at the end of the Korean War, and this meeting could touch on a formal truce. Here is
everything you need to know about the historic meeting. Kim and Moon will meet in Panmunjom, a village in
the joint security areas on the heavily militarised border between the two neighbours. The eyes of the world
will be on the summit and its tone will have a major impact on any meeting between Kim and Trump. Why is
it important? This is only the second time Kim will meet another head of state, after a brief trip to China last
month. This is also the first time in a decade that South Korea is led by a liberal government that wants to
actively engage with the North. In many ways, Moon has been preparing for engagement with North Korea for
most of his career. Show Hide Officially known as the Joint Security Area, located near the village of
Panmunjom, this is the only point along the roughly km long demilitarised zone where North and South Korea
stand opposite each other. The site was created at the end of the Korean War as a meeting point to discuss the
uneasy truce that ended the conflict. There are six buildings the straddle the border, three of them painted
United Nations blue, where talks between the two sides occasionally take place. It is also a major tourist
destination and visitors can technically cross into North Korea inside the buildings. Outside there is a raised
concrete curb that marks the border. Before two American soldiers were killed in , the entire area was neutral
and personnel from the North and South move freely throughout the zone. Since the murders a hard border
bisecting the area has been enforced. In , it was the sight of a dramatic escape by a North Korean soldier who
was shot while fleeing to the South. Thank you for your feedback. North and South Korea have been divided
since the end of the Korean War, and except for about a decade ending in , relations between the two have
remained frosty. There have been occasional outbreaks of violence, most recently in when 50 people were
killed when a South Korean navy corvette was sunk and several islands close to the border were attacked. This
is also not the first time North Korea has expressed a willingness to abandon its nuclear ambitions. A deal with
the US, Japan and South Korea in the s was meant to give the North civilian nuclear power without the ability
to build a weapon, but the reactor was never finished. North Korea pledged to relinquish its nuclear
programme in in exchange for sanctions relief and fuel, but later pulled out of that agreement and expelled
inspectors in Kim feels he has developed his nuclear and missile programmes to sufficient degree that they act
as a deterrent against any attack and give North Korea significant negotiating power. That participation led to
a series of meetings culminating in this months summit and a planned meeting between Kim and Trump. What
do both sides want? They want to claim the summit as a success and both sides know the real goal is an
agreement between the US and the North. Seoul has also suggested it could try to replace the current armistice
agreement with a formal peace treaty, but it wants the North to agree to denuclearise. While North Korea has
repeatedly signalled it is willing to give up its nuclear weapons, the conditions for that to happen may be too
high a price to pay for the US and its allies. Other possibilities include a meeting relatively light on substance,
focused on building goodwill between both sides and positive photo opportunities instead of touching on
issues that could cause conflict. There is little chance of a concrete agreement of any kind resulting from the
summit. Beginning negotiations with a meeting between the two leaders, before any details have been
hammered out, is always risky. The meeting will likely be followed by months, if not years, of negotiations at
the lower levels before anything is signed.
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2: Seeding Saturday: Everything you need to know
We've compiled everything you need to know about the upcoming brawler in one easy to read place, from the massive
roster and stage list to new gameplay mechanics and more.

While each of them have unique personalities, most are happy to cuddle up in your pocket or perch on your
shoulder. I am the proud owner of two adorable chinchillas and have only good things to say about them. Here
are some of the things you should know to keep your chinchillas happy and healthy. Purchasing a Chinchilla
Chinchillas Are a Big Responsibility Before buying one, you should know that they require quite a bit of work
on the part of the owner. They are not the right pet for a small child or a first time pet owner. They are very
delicate and sensitive to abrupt changes. This is even more expensive considering you must buy at least two
chinchillas. This is very important. Chinchillas are social creatures that form close bonds with their friends. If
you own a single one, he will most likely suffer from severe loneliness poor little guy. This loneliness can
actually lead to lethargic behavior and even death. I guarantee you that it is worth adopting two. I get hours of
entertainment from watching my two chinchillas cuddle and talk to each other. They even use each other as
pillows when they nap! Adopting a chinchilla online is also a cheaper alternative and a good way to help a
chinchilla in need of a home. Always handle them before adopting. A calm chinchilla should be content to sit
in your hands. This personality type will probably be happy on your shoulder or in your pocket like I
mentioned earlier. You should also keep in mind that chinchillas do not get the optimal amount of
socialization in a pet store. After taking them home, wait a few days to hold them. After Bringing Them Home
After the few days, you can begin socializing them. With lots of care and treats you can earn the trust of even
the shyest chinchilla. Cages and Environment Chinchillas Are Active and Need a Cage with Levels Choosing
a cage is very important and can greatly affect the quality of life your chinchilla lives. They are very active
and love to climb and jump. Because of this, a simple rabbit or guinea pig cage will not do. Chinchillas need
multiple levels in their home to get the exercise they need. Choosing a Cage When buying a cage, you need to
choose one with a solid bottom and shelves. If the shelves have slits in them or are some kind of wire grid,
your chinchilla will get hurt. Their thin feet and paws can get caught easily. Please do not let your chinchillas
into a cage that will damage their delicate paws. For my chinchillas, I purchased a metal cage with plastic
shelves from PetCo. This is what I suggest. It has the durability of the metal outside with the warmth and
safety of plastic on the inside. You should be aware, however, that chinchillas love to chew more then
anything else in the world. Other Tips They will most likely chew on your shelves and ramps. You can try to
prevent this by buying them hundreds of chew toys but the fact is that they are rascals and will probably do it
anyway. They will appreciate the toys though. As chinchillas poo a lot you may want to look for a cage with
side guards or a pull-out bottom. If you live in an area that gets warm, I highly recommend putting some small
slabs of granite on the bottom of their cage. When your chinchillas get too warm, they love to curl up on these
slabs to cool down. Cleaning and Potty Training Chinchillas are a cleaning-intensive pet. My semi-solution to
this was to get a large piece of wood to put their cage on. This allows for easy vacuuming and sweeping. The
poos will be very difficult to spot. Chinchillas will automatically pee on pet bedding before peeing on your
nice clean shelves. Basically all you need to do is keep the box stocked with clean bedding and your
chinchillas will do the rest. Unfortunately, you cannot train them to poo only in one box so get used to
vacuuming it up everywhere. Choosing the Right Bedding Choice of bedding is very important. You should
avoid wood shavings and other bedding like that. The best choice is a fiber pulp bedding. I believe the main
supplier of this is "Carefresh," which is available at most local pet stores. This brand comes in large packages
that will last you quite some time. Some people choose to cover the entire bottom of their cage with bedding
but I highly recommend buying the corner potty as it will save you a lot of time and money. This is partially
because it is so unique and partially because they look so ridiculous. Chinchillas take dust baths to keep down
the level of oil in their fur. With healthy fur they are able to maintain the appropriate body temperature. Dust
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baths also keep their fur incredibly soft. Watching them both try to squeeze in and roll around is hilarious.
Any type of dust labeled for chinchillas is fine to buy. However there is an interesting brand that sells scented
dust. It does make them smell pretty good but only one of my chinchillas will use it. The other guy is much
too manly to bathe in cucumber melon dust. How to Use It Be sure to only leave the dust bath house in their
cage for as long as it takes them to both take a good bath. If you leave it in longer than 10 or 15 minutes, they
may start to use it as a pee box. If, after their baths, there is still fine dust and no pee or poo you may be able to
reuse it once more. I prefer to give my chinnies a fresh bath but this may help save a little money. Chinchillas
should get a bath at least twice a week but would be happy to have a bath every day. Grooming Needs
Grooming these animals is not really required unless you plan to enter them into a competition of some sort.
You should note that when a chinchilla becomes scared he will often let loose tufts of fur. This often happens
when they play fight. Food Choosing the right food is very important and can be difficult. I have tried just
about every type of chinchilla food and have discovered that most of them are useless. What Kind of Food to
Get: Pellets Most of the food you find in pet stores has attractive and fun labeling with words like "food fiesta!
By feeding your pets an all-pellet diet, you can also feel less guilty about giving them a bunch of treats! They
will most likely pick out all the treats and leave the pellets untouched. The easiest solution is to buy food with
only pellets. It is all pellets and provides a good healthy balance for your chinchillas. You can buy this brand
online or purchase it at a pet store. Because of this, you cannot switch their food abruptly. You must gradually
mix the current food and the new food until their little bodies get used to the new kind. When you first buy
your chinchillas, you should ask what type of food they were being fed at the pet store. Buy a small bag of this
food and slowly mix it in with the kind you will be feeding them. In addition to slowly changing their diet,
you should carefully research any other type of food or treat before you give it to them. Even a small amount
of some foods can kill a chinchilla. Mazuri food May come in different packaging Treats and Toys Finding the
Right Kinds of Treats It is fairly simple to find treats and toys for your chinchillas as there is usually a whole
section in the pet store dedicated to fun things for small animals. Try out whatever they have in the store that
catches your eye. Alternatives to Store-Bought Treats There are some other things you can buy in addition to
store-bought treats. My chinchillas absolute favorites are dried cranberries and raisins. They go crazy for
them! They also love sunflower seeds and almonds. Just make sure that these things are pure natural, unsalted
and unsweetened. Giving them the nuts with the shells on or half cracked also gives them something fun to
chew and destroy. They usually have a few small wooden toys, maybe even some with treats hidden inside. If
you really want to find good toys, go to the bird section. This is the best advice anyone has ever given me for
my chinchillas. The bird section is full of perfect toys because birds like to explore and chew just as much as
chinchillas. There are countless colorful-wooden-hangy toys to choose from. My chinchillas also love the
small twigs and pieces of wood that come with bark still on them.
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3: Everything You Need to Know About Minecraft | Common Sense Media
Planet Earth is this solid thing you are standing on right now. In your everyday life you don't really waste a thought about
how amazing this is.

Share this article via email Share this article via flipboard Copy link Shares It has been more than two years
since the referendum vote to leave the European Union on June 23, And though the road to Brexit has been
long and hard, it finally seems the UK is ready to leave the EU. For a start, it took until March 29, for Brexit to
be formally triggered by Article 50 and actual talks were delayed further by the snap general election of June
8. EPA So what has happened now? The Agreement sets out the procedure for how the UK will be
disentangled from the EU after more than 40 years of membership. Last night, Mrs May called in senior
ministers for individual meetings at Downing Street to read through the documents ahead of an emergency
Cabinet meeting today at 2pm. Getty How are they proposing to keep the border open? Both sides believe an
eventual trade deal should resolve the issue. EU proposals for a backstop keeping Northern Ireland inside the
European customs area were rejected by Mrs May for effectively creating a border in the Irish Sea. It is
understood that the draft agreement introduces a review mechanism for ending the arrangement. What does
the Withdrawal Agreement look like? Alongside it is expected to be a shorter Political Declaration setting out
a framework for future relations between the UK and EU in areas like trade and security co-operation. AFP
What happens next? The agreement would then be sent for ratification to both the Westminster Parliament and
the European Parliament. The Government would hope to stage a vote in the House of Commons before
Christmas. Cabinet members met at Downing Street to read through the draft Agreement ahead of the meeting
today Picture: Getty Will the Cabinet give the plan its backing? The Prime Minister is acutely vulnerable to
resignations from her top team which could massively destabilise her position. Remainers within the
Conservative Party will argue that the draft offers worse terms than the UK already enjoys as a member of the
EU. Mrs Mau could face a vote of no confidence if 48 Tory MPs demand one, with speculation that that
number is close to being reached Picture: DPA What happens if the deal fails to win support in Westminster?
Advertisement The default position is for the UK to leave the EU on March 29 without a deal, with the
potential for chaotic scenes at ports and airports. Mrs May is expected to use this as a powerful lever to
persuade MPs to back her for the sake of stability. And Labour would push for a general election to give
someone else the opportunity to negotiate a better deal. Mrs May risks losing her effective majority and her
ability to pass legislation if she alienates more than a handful of her backers Picture: She could face a vote of
no confidence if 48 Tory MPs demand one, with speculation that that number is close to being reached. And
her knife-edge control of the House of Commons mean that she risks losing her effective majority and her
ability to pass legislation if she alienates more than a handful of her backers. Got a story for Metro. If you
have a story for our news team, email us at webnews metro. You can also follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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4: Everything You Need to Know About Password Managers - Consumer Reports
Everything you need to know about the new wireless revolution. It is a capital improvement project the size of the entire
planet, replacing one wireless architecture created this century with.

Add as an interest to stay up to date on the latest news, video, and analysis from ABC News. There have been
deaths thus far, including people who died from confirmed cases of Ebola. The other deaths are from probable
cases of Ebola. Oly Ilunga Kalenga, said in a statement late on Friday. The ongoing outbreak is also the third
most severe in the recorded history of the African continent, following 28, cases in the outbreak in multiple
West African nations and cases in the outbreak in Uganda, according to data from the U. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. The development comes just a month after the World Health Organization WHO
concluded the current outbreak does not yet meet the criteria for an international public health emergency -- a
proclamation that would have mobilized more resources and garnered global attention. Here is what you need
to know about the deadly virus. The Ebola virus is described as a group of viruses that cause a deadly kind of
hemorrhagic fever. The term "hemorrhagic fever" means it causes bleeding inside and outside the body. The
virus has a long incubation period of approximately eight to 21 days. Early symptoms include fever, muscle
weakness, sore throat and headaches. As the disease progresses, the virus can impair kidney and liver function
and lead to external and internal bleeding. There is no cure. The WHO has received approval to administer an
experimental Ebola vaccine, using a "ring vaccination" approach, around the epicenter of the current outbreak
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Some 28, people, including children as well as health and frontline
workers, have been vaccinated in the outbreak zone since Aug. How is it transmitted? The virus is transmitted
through contact with blood or secretions from an infected person, either directly or through contaminated
surfaces, needles or medical equipment. A patient is not contagious until he or she starts showing signs of the
disease. Thankfully, the virus is not airborne, which means a person cannot get the disease simply by
breathing the same air as an infected patient. Where have people been infected? In this current outbreak,
people have been infected in North Kivu and Ituri, which are among the most populous provinces in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo and share borders with Uganda and Rwanda. Those two provinces are
awash with conflict and insecurity, particularly in the mineral-rich borderlands where militia activity has
surged in the past year, all of which complicates the response to the outbreak. There is also community
mistrust, partly due to the security situation, and some residents delay seeking care or avoid follow-up. Ebola
is endemic to the region. This outbreak is the 10th in the Democratic Republic of the Congo since , the year
that scientists first identified the deadly virus in Yambuku near the eponymous Ebola River. Where did the
virus come from? The dangerous virus gets its name from the Ebola River in northern Democratic Republic of
the Congo, which was near the site of one of the first outbreaks. The virus was first reported in in two almost
simultaneous outbreaks in the Sudan and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The outbreaks killed and
people, respectively. At the center of Ebola in the Congo, worry and indifference coexist Certain bats living in
tropical African forests are thought to be the natural hosts of the disease. The initial transmission of an
outbreak usually results from a wild animal infecting a human, according to the WHO. Once the disease
infects a person, it is easily transmissible between people in close contact. An outbreak that began in the West
African nation of Guinea in March , and soon spread to neighboring Liberia and Sierra Leone, was the largest
in history, infecting 28, people and causing 11, deaths. The outbreak, which the WHO deemed a public health
emergency of international concern, was declared over in June
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5: Everything you need to know about Ebola - ABC News
Everything You Need to Know About Fat Loss will show you the way. You will learn and understand the effects total
calories, types of calories and exercise exert on body fat loss and body fat inhibition.

However, this new European privacy law, which took effect today, has caused several major U. At the time of
writing, LiveLeak reports that users in the European Union were met with the following message when trying
to access their websites: We are engaged on the issue and committed to looking at options that support our full
range of digital offerings to the EU market. We continue to identify technical compliance solutions that will
provide all readers with our award-winning journalism. Companies were given two years to comply with the
legislation, which goes into effect on May 25, GDPR was designed to replace the previous law known as the
Data Protection Directive and it aims to create a single set of rules for European Union member states. It aims
to give consumers more control over the personal data companies collect about them. Not only does the
legislation affect organizations based within the EU itself, but it also applies to companies outside of the EU if
they provide services to â€” or monitor the activities of â€” EU citizens. While American laws tend to be in
favor of businesses more so than consumers, the EU takes a consumer-first approach. Make no bones about it;
the EU cares a lot about protecting consumer privacy and they always have. What are the Key Policies? A key
focus of the legislation is strengthening the conditions of consent. This means that companies are no longer
able to get your data out of you by using vague and confusing statements. They will also no longer be able to
make users consent to several things at once. Users should be able to consent to individual things individually,
rather than being presented with a list of things and then being asked to consent to everything at once. On top
of this, a parent or guardian must consent to data collection on children aged under Another GDPR rule says
that companies must notify their data protection authority about any breaches within 72 hours of them
becoming aware it happened. Those in charge of processing data must notify customers as soon as possible
once the breach has been discovered. Consumers will also be given more control over their user data. They
will have the right to access the personal information that companies store on them and find out what the data
is being used for and where it is being kept. It also gives users the right to be forgotten. That means that you
have the right to ask people to delete the information they have on you and prevent third parties from getting
access to it. It also allows for people to transfer their information between service providers easily. How Will
it Affect Individuals? While consumers are given more control over their information and are given the right
to be forgotten, there are some gray areas about how all this applies in reality. In theory, the law would allow
for people to demand that social networks such as Facebook completely delete their profile permanently. How
feasible this is remains to be seen. There are also other problems, such as the freedom of expression. Laws
built around the freedom of expression prevent this right to be forgotten from extending to news articles.
There will be some potentially major fines associated with breaking the rules of the GDPR. Big tech firms
such as the aforementioned Facebook and Google have already opened up about what they plan to do. These
are organizations that handle huge amounts of data and so preparation has been key. Facebook in particular
released a new set of privacy tools to help their organization comply with GDPR and other companies have
released their own plans and tools. One thing that they recommended was that companies should review their
privacy policy notices. Many businesses are already doing this, as discussed above. Not many things are going
to change, but it still helps to know what is changing. Even so, most companies that already abide by the old
legislation are likely already complying with the new one. Of course, it never helps to hire a data protection
officer to ensure complete compliance and have the right people ready when they are needed.
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6: What is 5G? Everything you need to know about the new wireless revolution | ZDNet
What has changed for filers after Congress enacted the largest tax overhaul in a generation? Here are answers to the
most common questions taxpayers are asking about the new law.

Added sugar may be the single most unhealthy ingredient in the modern diet. For this reason, sugar-free
sweeteners like xylitol are becoming popular. Several studies suggest that it has various important benefits,
including improved dental health. This article examines xylitol and its health effects. Xylitol is categorized as
a sugar alcohol. Chemically, sugar alcohols combine traits of sugar molecules and alcohol molecules. Their
structure allows them to stimulate the taste receptors for sweetness on your tongue. Xylitol is found in small
amounts in many fruits and vegetables and is therefore considered natural. Humans even produce small
quantities of it via normal metabolism. It is a common ingredient in sugar-free chewing gums, candies, mints,
diabetes-friendly foods and oral-care products. In that sense, it provides only empty calories. Xylitol can be
processed from trees like birch or from a plant fiber called xylan 1. Sugar alcohols are safe for people with
alcohol addictions. Summary Xylitol is a sugar alcohol that occurs naturally in some plants. Due to its high
levels of fructose, it can also lead to insulin resistance and multiple metabolic problems when consumed in
excess 3 , 4. However, xylitol contains zero fructose and has negligible effects on blood sugar and insulin 2 ,
5. Therefore, none of the harmful effects of sugar apply to xylitol. For people with diabetes, prediabetes,
obesity or other metabolic problems, xylitol is an excellent alternative to sugar. While corresponding human
studies are currently unavailable, rat studies show that xylitol can improve symptoms of diabetes, reduce belly
fat and even prevent weight gain on a fattening diet 7 , 8 , 9. Summary Unlike sugar, xylitol has negligible
effects on blood sugar and insulin levels. Animal studies indicate impressive benefits for metabolic health.
Many dentists recommend using xylitol-sweetened chewing gum â€” and for good reason. Studies have
determined that xylitol boosts dental health and helps prevent tooth decay One of the leading risk factors for
tooth decay is an oral bacteria called Streptococcus mutans. This is the bacteria most responsible for plaque.
Although some plaque on your teeth is normal, excess plaque encourages your immune system to attack the
bacteria in it. This can lead to inflammatory gum diseases like gingivitis. These oral bacteria feed on glucose
from food, but they can not use xylitol. As such, replacing sugar with xylitol reduces the available fuel for the
harmful bacteria While these bacteria cannot use xylitol for fuel, they still ingest it. After absorbing xylitol,
they are unable to take up glucose â€” meaning that their energy-producing pathway is clogged and they end
up dying. In other words, when you chew gum with xylitol or use it as a sweetener, the harmful bacteria in
your mouth starve to death Animal studies also suggest that xylitol may increase absorption of calcium in
your digestive system, protecting against osteoporosis and strengthening your teeth 14 , Because
inflammation is at the root of many chronic diseases, reducing plaque and gum inflammation could have
benefits for the rest of your body as well. Summary Xylitol can starve the harmful bacteria in your mouth,
reducing plaque buildup and tooth decay. This can help prevent dental cavities and inflammatory gum
diseases. Therefore, bacteria that live in the mouth can end up causing ear infections â€” a common problem
in children. It turns out that xylitol can starve some of these bacteria in the same way that it starves
plaque-producing bacteria Xylitol also fights the yeast Candida albicans, which can lead to candida infections.
Summary Xylitol-sweetened gum can reduce ear infections in children and combat candida yeast infections.
Other Potential Health Benefits Collagen is the most abundant protein in your body, found in large amounts in
skin and connective tissues. Some studies in rats link xylitol to increased production of collagen, which may
help counteract the effects of aging on your skin 22 , Xylitol may also be protective against osteoporosis, as it
leads to increased bone volume and bone mineral content in rats 14 , Keep in mind that studies in people are
needed to confirm these benefits. Xylitol also feeds the friendly bacteria in your gut, acting as a soluble fiber
and improving your digestive health Summary Xylitol may increase collagen production and reduce your risk
of osteoporosis. It also feeds the friendly bacteria in your gut. In humans, xylitol is absorbed slowly and has no
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measurable effect on insulin production. However, the same cannot be said for dogs. When dogs eat xylitol,
their bodies mistake it for glucose and start producing large amounts of insulin. Xylitol may also have
detrimental effects on liver function in dogs, with high doses causing liver failure It only takes 0. If you own a
dog, keep xylitol safely contained or out of your house altogether. If you believe your dog accidentally ate
xylitol, take it to your vet immediately. Summary Xylitol is highly toxic to dogs, leading to hypoglycemia and
liver failure. Xylitol is generally well tolerated, but some people experience digestive side effects when they
consume too much. The sugar alcohols can pull water into your intestine or get fermented by gut bacteria This
can lead to gas, bloating and diarrhea. However, your body seems to adjust very well to xylitol. Long-term
consumption of xylitol does appear to be completely safe. In one study, people consumed an average of 3.
People use sugar alcohols to sweeten coffees , teas and various recipes. You can replace sugar with xylitol in a
1: Summary Xylitol may cause digestive upset in some people, but high doses are well tolerated by others. As
a sweetener, xylitol is an excellent choice. Whereas some sweeteners may cause health risks, studies show that
xylitol has actual health benefits.
7: Everything You Need to Know About the iPhone XS Max Â« iOS & iPhone :: Gadget Hacks
If you had to know one thing about Hispanic radio, it is this: There is no such thing. There are in fact 20 forms of Latino
radio in America, reflecting the 20 countries of origin of this country.

8: Motion Sickness - Everything you need to know about the syndrome
News: Everything You Need to Know About Using Dual SIMs on the iPhone X S, X S Max & X R How To: Turn On &
Trigger Reachability on Your iPhone X, X S, X S Max, or X R How To: Use Apple Pay with Face ID on Your iPhone X, X
S, X S Max, or X R.

9: Everything You Need to Know About Caring for Chinchillas | PetHelpful
Don't lose track of Everything You Need to Know About Warm Sake. Including Why It's Pretty Darn Good.! Enter your
e-mail address to have your items sent to your inbox.
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